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1. VIDYARTHI DARBAR 

2017-18 

Week 01: 

The first segment of Vidyarthi Darbar ‘Knowing the Global’, was all about getting to know about Dr. A P J 

Abdul Kalam. Nitish of II BCA, Rahul Shenoy of III BCOM and Tanzima

biography of Mr. Kalam. Documentaries and recorded speeches of Abdul Kalam were screened during the 

session. 

 

Week 02: 

Walter Nandalike, founder of Daijiworld

titled Vidyarthi Darbar, ‘Knowing the Glocal’ on 07

interaction with interviewer Sushmitha of II BSC and other students, recalled the success sto

Daijiworld.com. Answering a question, he spoke about the challenges of Indian Mass Media in the present 

scenario.  
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biography of Mr. Kalam. Documentaries and recorded speeches of Abdul Kalam were screened during the 

Walter Nandalike, founder of Daijiworld Media Networks was the special guest for the interactive session 

titled Vidyarthi Darbar, ‘Knowing the Glocal’ on 07th September. Mr. Nandalike, while having the 

interaction with interviewer Sushmitha of II BSC and other students, recalled the success sto

Daijiworld.com. Answering a question, he spoke about the challenges of Indian Mass Media in the present 
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Week 3: 

The third segment of Vidyarthi Darbar, took place on 21

Successful entrepreneurs, Founders of Nissy Infinity Pvt Ltd, also the proud alumni of the college 

Mr Macquin Monteiro and Mr Joyan John Lewis, took part the interaction session. Nirmala of II 

BSC interviewed the resource persons about the various aspects of the business life being led by the 

young entrepreneurs.  
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Week 04: 

The fourth segment of Vidyarthi Darbar ‘Know Yourself’ was conducted on 22

BCA, Sushmitha of III B.Sc. and Amreen

There was an evaluation session on the past 3 segments of Vidyarthi Darbar. The student leaders gave some 

useful suggestions for the improvement of upcoming sessions

Voice of an Author 

First segment of Vidyarthi Darbar-2018, was an interactive session with an international novelist, Mrs Renita 

D’Silva, from England on 2nd February 2018

The fourth segment of Vidyarthi Darbar ‘Know Yourself’ was conducted on 22nd September. Nitish of II 

BCA, Sushmitha of III B.Sc. and Amreen of II BCOM spoke about the usefulness of Vidyarthi Darbar. 

There was an evaluation session on the past 3 segments of Vidyarthi Darbar. The student leaders gave some 

useful suggestions for the improvement of upcoming sessions. 
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Kattala Haadu- A unique Musical Evening

Conducted a unique programme titled ‘Kattala Haadu’ organized by 

Department of Social Work. Nada Maninalkuru hails from Bantwal, is a social activist and a singer, sang the 

songs of hope, exploitation on women, Devadasi System, Communalism, Destruction of nature, etc.  Dr 

Gerald Pinto retired Principal, Prof. Cyril Mathias, Dr Vincent Alva, Principal, Fr Lancy, Mr Srikanth 

Prabhu, Staff members, team members of Vidyarthi Darbar were present.

 

Interaction with transgenders 

Milagres College, Kallianpur, in association with Vidyarth

with Transgender activists.  Ms. R. J. Kajol, an actor and activist hails from Bramhavar, along with Ramya 

and Bindu, being the transgenders for decades, enlightened the students of the college, with the 

theirs. 
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Interaction with Sabitha Monis 

Milagres College Kallianpur, in association with Vidyarthi Darbar organized an interactive session with Ms 

Sabitha Monis, enlightened the students of the college. Ms Sabitha Monis

her childhood. Her disability never let her down. She continued her education with the help of parents, 

teachers, and friends and could finish her PG studies in MSW. Currently she is working as an SWC officer at 

Alva’s college Moodbidri. 
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